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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0654/2008 by Antonio Tait (Italian), on the poor quality of the 
service provided by Poste Italiane

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner complains of the poor service provided by Poste Italiane. He maintains that 
packages take months to reach their destination, and many are mislaid for long periods or 
disappear completely. The petitioner considers that Poste Italiane does not have an effective 
tracing system. He states that some traders on EBay no longer send parcels to Italy because of 
this poor service. Requests by other European postal services are carried out with long delays 
or not at all. The petitioner also maintains that the British Royal Mail no longer provides 
certain postal services to Italy because it only wants to offer such services with partners which 
have a postal system comparable to the British one. Italy is the only West European country 
excluded from this service. The petitioner considers that the service provided by Poste Italiane 
is an obstacle to the free movement of goods on the internal market and calls for an 
investigation by the Commission.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 20 October 2008. Information requested from Commission under 
Rule 192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 17 December 2008.

The Petition

The petitioner complains about the poor service provided by Poste Italiane. More specifically, 
the petitioner mentions the unsatisfactory delivery of parcels and packages throughout Italy 
which he attributes to the fact that Poste Italiane does not operate an effective tracing system 
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to track the movement and location of consignments. Moreover, the petitioner contends that 
some traders on EBay no longer send parcels to Italy and that Royal Mail no longer provides 
certain postal services to Italy because of shortcomings in the services offered by Poste
Italiane.

The Commission's observations on the petition 

Community law (Article 19 of Directive 97/67/EC1 as amended by Directives 2002/39/EC2

and 2008/6/EC3) on postal services provides for the creation, in each Member State, of 
complaint and redress procedures to handle complaints from postal users. In line with this 
Directive, the petitioner is being informed by the Commission of how best to seek redress for 
any failures, on the part of Poste Italiane, to provide a reliable parcel and package delivery
service. 

Community law does not authorise the Commission to deal directly with, hear or adjudicate 
on the merits of complaints from postal users. Its powers are limited to intervening with and 
(where justified) opening infringement procedures against Member States if designated 
national authorities i.e. postal regulators do not deal with complaints in the manner envisaged 
in the Directive.

The petitioner sets out a number of somewhat general complaints which are not supported by 
factual information or specific examples of poor quality of service. The Commission has 
conducted preliminary enquiries with appropriate bodies in order to establish if there is 
evidence substantiating the petitioner's complaints.

With respect to parcel delivery in Italy, data from 2001 to 2005 provided by the Universal 
Postal Union (UPU) shows that volumes have been in gradual decline since 2001. However 
this decline is more pronounced for parcels sent from rather than to Italy.

On the question of whether a track and trace system is operated by Poste Italiane, the 
Commission can confirm (on the basis of information from inter alia the International Post 
Corporation) that such a system is in place and continues to be operated. Poste Italiane uses 
two different networks: the UPU network (based on Universal Postal Union rules, 
specifications and rates) and the EPG network (E Parcel Group). Poste Italiane has been using 
the tracking and tracking system for parcels sent and received via the EPG  since 1999. 
Parcels sent and received via the UPU network currently carry a barcode but tracking and 
tracing information will only be available as from 2009. Equally, the Commission has found 
no evidence to suggest that Royal Mail does not accept parcels for delivery to Italy. Royal 
Mail has been sending parcels to Poste Italiane, via both networks since 1999 and also uses its 
own network  in Italy (GLS) The Royal Mail website indicates that the Airsure, the service 

                                               
1 Directive  2002/39/EC of 10 June, 2002, OJ L176/21 of 05.07.2002 

2 Directive 97/67/EC of 15 December 1997, OJ L 15/14 of 21.01.1998 

3 Directive 2008/6/EC of 20 February 2008, OJ L52/3 of 27 February 2008.
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cited by the petitioner as not being available in Italy, is in fact only available in 13 of the 27 
Member States. However, an alternative and comparable service, International Signed For, is 
available to postal users wishing to send parcels to Italy.   

In its letter to the petitioner, the Commission provides advice on the procedures (set out in 
Community law) on redress and the steps to follow. It also reiterates the importance of 
providing the Italian Postal Regulator with any evidence supporting his complaints. 

Conclusion

The Commission continues to monitor the quality of service provided by Poste Italiane and 
advise postal users on how best to pursue complaints for any instances of poor quality of
service.


